Abstract We investigate diffusive transport in a membrane system with a horizontally mounted membrane under concentration polarization conditions performed by a laser interferometry method. The data obtained from two different theoretical models are compared to the experimental results of the substance flux. In the first model, the membrane is considered as infinitely thin, while in the second one as a wall of finite thickness. The theoretical calculations show sufficient correspondence with the experimental results. On the basis of interferometric measurements, the relative permeability coefficient (ζ s ) for the system, consisting of the membrane and concentration boundary layers, was also obtained. This coefficient reflects the concentration polarization of the membrane system. The obtained results indicate that the coefficient ζ s of the membrane-concentration boundary layer system decreases in time and seems to be independent of the initial concentration of the solute.
Introduction
membrane system (when the CBLs are destroyed by gravitational convection) in a stationary state is approximately nine times higher than in a gravitationally stable configuration. If the stirring is strong enough, the CBL thickness is minimized and then both gravitational configurations of the system are equal [2] .
The concentration boundary layers and the concentration polarization phenomenon strongly influence the transport processes in artificial as well as in biological systems [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . They play an important role in many physiological processes such as coupling of water transport to active solute transport in lateral intercellular spaces of epithelia, or the conservation of solutes transiently leaving a cell during an action potential [3, [13] [14] [15] [16] . The rate and effectiveness of chemical transformations within the CBLs are affected by the availability of reactants. Boundary layers near a membrane are the source of an inaccurate Michaelis constant in the membrane transport [17] . It has also been suggested that the thickness of CBLs has a regulative function for intestinal absorption [6, 14] . Changes in the epithelial function or luminal stirring can, for example, readily influence the absorption of small molecules [13, 14, 18, 19] . In many interesting cases, diffusion of solutes through CBLs is accompanied by chemical reactions [20] .
The concentration polarization phenomenon is particularly observed under microgravity conditions [21] . According to the model developed by Schatz and coworkers, the mechanism of action of the gravity force on a cell consists of inducing adaptation provoked by physicochemical changes in the cellular environment. A lack of natural convection in microgravity favors the formation of diffusion layers around the cells. In these cells, the uptake rate of oxygen and nutrients is changed and therefore the cell metabolism is significantly affected. The cells in a microgravity field show major changes, involving metabolism, cytoskeleton, membrane structure, gene regulation, shape, and many other biological properties [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
The theoretical modeling of CBLs creation/destruction (concentration polarization phenomenon) is based, among others, on the Nernst-Planck, Poisson, Stokes, Fick, and/or Kedem-Katchalsky [5, 7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] equations. To describe the concentration polarization of a system, we introduce the relative permeability coefficient (ζ s ) for a system consisting of membrane and concentration boundary layers [1] , also called the diffusive Katchalsky factor [33, 34] and propose the model equation for this coefficient and its dependence on different parameters [2] .
The coefficient ζ s is defined as [2] :
where J s and J s 0 are the substance fluxes obtained under the polarization and well-stirred conditions, respectively. On the basis of the modified Kedem-Katchalsky model the following formula is provided [1, 2] :
where R is the gas constant, T is the thermodynamic temperature, δ 1 and δ 2 the concentration boundary layer thicknesses, and D 1 and D 2 are the diffusion coefficients in the δ 1 and δ 2 layers, respectively. After appropriate assumptions that δ 1 =δ 2 =δ and D 1 =D 2 =D, formula (2) can be written as:
We present the experimental results for the substance flux and coefficient ζ s obtained interferometrically in a membrane system under concentration polarization conditions. Most of the work devoted to this issue applies to stationary states of the system. The laser interferometry method is accurate and a precise tool to comprehensively study the transport phenomena, quantitatively and qualitatively, in gels, liquids and membranes in stationary as well as non-stationary states. This method has been used by our team and other researchers [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] in studies of artificial and biological systems.
This paper also includes a comparison of the results with the data calculated from two different theoretical models as well as from the formula for coefficient ζ s obtained from a modified Kedem-Katchalsky model. The laser interferometry method is a convenient technique for testing the theoretical models of substance transport and allows accurate determination of the membrane parameters on the basis of these models. It should be stressed that an important result of our study in addition to determining the relative permeability coefficient for the membrane/layers system is also to determine the transport parameters of the membrane, i.e., the selectivity coefficient (γ) for an infinitely thin membrane and the partition coefficient (k) of the substance in the membrane/solution interface for the membrane of the finite thickness. The knowledge of these parameter values allows for a better understanding of the structure and permeability of the membrane, particularly in the study of biological membrane models [41, 42] .
Materials and methods

Theoretical description
The first model treats the membrane as infinitely thin. The initial condition for this model is:
The concentration profile that describes the spatio-temporal concentration distribution inside the layers for this model is [43] :
where γ is the diffusive selectivity of the membrane for the solute. The second model treats the membrane as a wall of finite thickness l. The initial boundary conditions for this model are:
where C h , C l denote higher and lower concentrations respectively, C m is the concentration of the solute inside the membrane and k is the solute partition coefficient.
In accordance with Ref. [44] , the concentration profile is:
where
and D m is the solute diffusion coefficient in the membrane.
Membrane system
The membrane system under study consists of two glass vessels with high homogeneity (internal dimensions 70-mm height, 10-mm width, and 7-mm optical path length) separated by a horizontally mounted Nephrophane hemodialyzer membrane after partial hydration. Nephrophane is a microporous membrane made from cellulose acetate ([trio-acetate cel-(O-CO-CH 3 ) n ]) of a spongy structure. The structure of the membrane surface is illustrated by an atomic force microscope (AFM). The measurement was performed in tapping mode with a probe Tap190Al-G (BudgetSensors, Bulgaria). Figure 1a shows the membrane surface topography and Fig. 1b shows a randomly selected altitude profile of the membrane area indicated in Fig. 1a using a triangle. The two lines illustrate the result of the measurement that was carried out twice in the direction of the x-axis (from left to right and from right to left). The surface roughness was determined based on measurements done with the AFM technique. The root mean square (RMS) roughness value is 0.1623 μm. The calculations were performed using WSxM 5.0 Develop 6.5 software [45] . Measurements with water drops (5μl) indicate that the contact angle is about 68°and reveal the hydrophilic nature of the membrane (Fig. 2) , which was measured using goniometer OCA 15EC (Dataphysics, Germany). The permeability coefficient of the Nephrophane membrane for ethanol is equal to ω m =1.43×10 −9 mol/Ns.
The upper compartment of the membrane system was filled with ethanol solutions of concentrations C h (C h =125, 250, 500, and 750 mol/m 3 ) whereas in the lower one it was pure water (C l =0). In such a configuration of the system, the water and dissolved substance diffusing across the membrane will lead to the formation of CBLs that cause the concentration polarization of the membrane (Fig. 3) . Under concentration polarization conditions, the concentrations of solutions at the membrane-layer surfaces are different from concentrations in the bulk.
Experimental setup
Studies of the flux J s and the coefficient ζ s were carried out using the method of laser interferometry. The experimental setup and the measurement method were described in our previous papers [46, 47] . The computerized data acquisition system measures the deviation d(x,t) of these fringes from their straight line run and thus allows to determine the concentration profiles C(x,t), the drops of concentration ΔC(x,t) in the CBL and the CBL thickness (δ).
The CBL thickness δ was arbitrarily defined as the distance from the membrane-water interface to the point at which the concentration decreases K-fold, i.e.,
with x=0 being the membrane surface position. The arbitrary constant K is assumed to be equal to K=12.5; however, it may be any other value satisfying specific application requirements. The thickness δ obtained by using this criterion seems to be independent of the initial concentration [43] . The molar flux J s of the solute is given by:
where ΔN(t) is the amount of solute that diffuses in time interval Δt through the membrane with the area S from one compartment into another of the membrane system. N(t) at any time t was calculated by integrating the concentration profile C(x,t) according to: On the basis of (9) and (10). we obtain:
where C l denotes the concentration profile within the layer δ.
Recording the interferograms with a given time step Δt, one can reconstruct the concentration profiles at a different time t. The measurements were performed during 40 min with the time interval Δt=120 s at the temperature T=295 K.
Considering the obtained profiles, according to formulas (11) and (1), the time dependencies J s (t) and ζ s (t) were obtained.
Analogous time dependencies were also obtained on the basis of theoretical concentration profiles for the two models of the membrane.
The fluxes J s 0 were obtained by using the diffusion cell under stirred conditions [2] .
Results and discussion
The experiment results obtained from the computer analysis of the interference images are presented in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the time dependencies of the solute flux J s (t) for ethanol solutions with concentrations 125, 250, 500, and 750 mol/m 3 . These dependencies were obtained according to the procedure described in the previous section on the basis of experimental and theoretical concentration profiles. ) [43] for the first model the following analytical formula was found:
The diffusion coefficient D (D=1.07×10 −9 m 2 /s) was determined from parameter a as a fit parameter of time evolution of CBLs. The membrane selectivity γ (γ=0.20) was determined also as a fit parameter of theoretical concentration profiles (12) to the experimental ones according to the procedure described in Ref. [43] .
For the second model, the dependence J s (t) was found on the basis of numerical integration of the concentration profile. The diffusion coefficient in the membrane D m (D m =0.56× 10 −10 m 2 /s) was determined in a separate experiment using the chamber system under stirring conditions of solutions. The partition coefficient k (k=0.25) was obtained as a fit parameter of the theoretical formula (7) to the experimental profiles.
Both theoretical models conform to experiment data for lower concentrations. For higher concentrations and later time points, the experiment and theoretical data show a small discrepancy and the higher values of J s are predicted by the second model. The J s (t) characteristic obtained for the concentration of 250 mol/m 3 by using the chamber system shows a good compatibility with the data obtained from the interferometer measurements.
The plots of the time dependencies of J s provide essential information on the membrane transport kinetics. The presented curves indicate that the transition from a non-stationary to a steady state is reached after about 20 min. Visualization and the possibility to observe not only the steady state but also the non-stationary state of transport processes in the system is a great advantage of the laser interferometry method. The course of changes of the diffusion flux is determined mainly by the concentration on the membrane-solution interface. The CBL formation process leads to a significant reduction in the concentration difference on the membrane, which results in the observed course of changes in the diffusive flux. In Fig. 5 , experimental and theoretical (predicted by the models) time dependencies of the concentration difference on the membrane are presented. The discrepancies between the experimental and theoretical values of the concentration difference on the membrane predicted for longer times by the second model may indicate that the partition coefficient k varies with time. Our previous studies [48] showed that with a further distance from the membrane surface the theoretical models describe the evolution of the Fig. 6 The dependence of the relative permeability coefficient (ζ s ) on CBL thickness (δ). Open symbols denote the experimental data. Lines indicate theoretical dependencies obtained from the first (solid) and the second (dashed) model. Dotted line denotes the dependence obtained according to formula (3) from the time evolution of CBL thickness concentration field more correctly than for the membrane surface itself. The high values of J s in a non-stationary state (0~20 min) indicate a high amount of transported substance, which causes an increase of concentration polarization and a rapid decrease of concentration difference on both sides of the membrane at the initial moment.
The strong influence of CBLs on the transport processes in the membrane system is confirmed by our previous studies of time evolution of CBLs [1, 43] . The particularly rapid increase of the CBL thickness occurs at the initial time points of their formation (0<t<500 s) and, over the same interval we observe a rapid decrease of the solute flux. The rapid decrease of the flux value also indicates that the diffusion flow of the solute through the membrane (13) from the time evolution of CBL thickness dominates over the free diffusion in the solution. In such a case, the solute accumulation occurs on one side and the solute depletion on another side of the membrane.
To illustrate directly the influence of CBLs on concentration polarization in the system, in Fig. 6 the ζ s coefficient dependence on the CBL thickness is shown. This coefficient decreases systematically with the increase of thickness δ but for the range 0-1 mm, a particularly high decrease of ζ s is observed. Figure 7 presents the experiment and theoretical time dependencies of the relative permeability coefficient ζ s as well as the dependence ζ s (t) calculated according to formula (3) on the basis of time evolution of the CBL thickness δ(t) obtained interferometrically. The theoretical dependencies ζ s (t) differ but all are in sufficient conformity with experimental data. The course of the theoretical curves indicates the full independence of this coefficient upon the solution concentration. Moreover, the experimental dependencies suggest that this coefficient for the used solution concentrations seems to be independent of (or weakly dependent on) the initial concentration of the solute. Both the theoretical and experimental results show that the relative permeability coefficient of the M/CBLs system decreases non-monotonically in time similar to the solute flux J s .
As already mentioned, the CBL can be treated as pseudo-membranes in series with the physical membrane. Ginzburg and Katchalsky [49] introduced a relation between the apparent permeability coefficient of the M/CBLs system (ω s ), the true membrane permeability coefficient (ω m ) and the solute permeability (CBL) coefficient (ω δ ) of CBL: Figure 8 shows the values of the ω δ coefficient calculated from formula (13) on the basis of the relative permeability coefficient ζ s . The shapes of the ω δ (t) and J s (t) characteristics are similar and confirm that the transport processes in the system are determined mainly by the solute permeability of CBLs. The ω δ coefficient value in the steady state is equal to about 0.15×10 −9 mol/Ns and is approximately ten times lower than the value of the membrane permeability coefficient ω m . A comparison of the two presented theoretical models shows that the first model provides a correct fit to the experimental data but it may not be sufficient to describe the biological membranes of a complex structure. This model contains only one parameter associated with the coefficients k and D m, which describe the resultant effect of the membrane's behavior. The second model is more complex and requires a precise determination of additional parameters (e.g., D m in a series of separate experiments) but it gives a more detailed description of transport processes. Moreover, it contains the partition coefficient, which is frequently used in the description of the transport and characterizes the behavior of the membrane in relation to the dissolved substance and the solvent. In our opinion, to describe substance transport both models can be used but the first model (due to a simplified description) can be preferentially used for membranes with a simple structure, while the second model is more appropriate for biological membranes.
In conclusion, after a short time (after 15~20 min) in the membrane system a quasi-steady state is reached and strong concentration polarization occurs. The diffusive flow of the substance through the membrane prevails over the free diffusion of the substance in the solution and causes the accumulation of the substance around the membrane and creation of CBL. The value of the partition coefficient (k=0.25) for the used substance and membrane indicates that accumulation of the diffusing substance does not occur in the membrane. The permeability of the M/CBL system is significantly lower than the permeability of the membrane. The relative permeability coefficient seems to be independent of or weakly dependent on the initial concentration of the solute. Concentration polarization significantly modifies many transport parameters and thereby affects the functioning of artificial systems as well as biological systems.
